A two-state reactivity rationale for counterintuitive axial ligand effects on the C-H activation reactivity of nonheme FeIV=O oxidants.
This paper addresses the observation of counterintuitive reactivity patterns of iron-oxo reagents, TMC(L)FeO(2+,1+); L=CH(3)CN, CF(3)CO(2) (-), N(3) (-), and SR(-), in O-transfer to phosphines versus H-abstraction from, for example, 1,4-cyclohexadiene. Experiments show that O-transfer reactivity correlates with the electrophilicity of the oxidant, but H-abstraction reactivity follows an opposite trend. DFT/B3 LYP calculations reveal that two-state reactivity (TSR) serves as a compelling rationale for these trends, whereby all reactions involve two adjacent spin-states of the iron(IV)-oxo species, triplet and quintet. The ground state triplet surface has high barriers, whereas the excited state quintet surface features lower ones. The barriers, on any single surface, are found to increase as the electrophilicity of TMC(L)FeO(2+,1+) decreases. Thus, the counterintuitive behavior of the H-abstraction reactions cannot be explained by considering the reactivity of only a single spin state but can be rationalized by a TSR model in which the reactions proceed on the two surfaces. Two TSR models are outlined: one is traditional involving a variable transmission coefficient for crossover from triplet to quintet, followed by quintet-state reactions; the other considers the net barrier as a blend of the triplet and quintet barriers. The blending coefficient (x), which estimates the triplet participation, increases as the quintet-triplet energy gap of the TMC(L)FeO(2+,1+) reagent increases, in the following order of L: CH(3)CN > CF(3)CO(2) (-) > N(3) (-) > SR(-). The calculated barriers predict the dichotomic experimental trends and the counterintuitive behavior of the H-abstraction series. The TSR approaches make a variety of testable predictions.